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Abstract: The transferability of structure–property relationships for laser-pretreated metal adhesive
joints to laser-pretreated metal–carbon-fiber-reinforced plastic (CFRP) bonds was investigated. Single-
lap shear tests were performed on hybrid AW 6082-T6–CFRP specimens pretreated with the same
pulsed laser surface parameter sets on the metal surface as previously tested, AW 6082-T6–E320 metal
adhesive joints. The fracture surfaces were characterized to determine the type of failure and elucidate
differences and commonalities in the link between surface structures and single-lap shear strengths.
Digital image analyses of the hybrid specimens’ fractured surfaces were used to quantify remaining
CFRP fragments on the metallic joint side. The results indicate that high surface enlargements and
the presence of undercut structures lead to single-lap shear strengths exceeding 40 MPa and 35 MPa
for unaged and aged hybrid specimens, respectively. Whereas for the metal–polymer joints, the trend
from high strength to weakly bonded specimens is largely continuous with the degree of surface
structuring, hybrid metal–CFRP joints exhibit a drastic drop in joint performance after aging if the
laser-generated surface structures are less pronounced with low surface enlargements and crater
depths. Surface features and hydrothermal aging determine whether the specimens fail cohesively
or adhesively.

Keywords: metal–CFRP hybrids; laser metal surface pretreatment; digital image analysis; structure–
property relationships

1. Introduction

The development of new lightweight solutions for structural parts of future vehicles
helps to enable the widespread use of electric powertrain concepts and increases the effec-
tiveness of fuel-based solutions. One promising strategy for lightweight construction is the
replacement of metal parts by hybrid structures consisting of metallic and fiber-reinforced
plastic components. This multi-material approach combines the high strength and ductility
of the metal with the low density, high strength, and stiffness of the fiber-reinforced com-
posite material. The joint interface between the metal and polymer component is, however,
susceptible to failure caused by surface contaminations like oils [1], which can lead to
weakening of the bonding. A pulsed laser surface pretreatment of the fiber-reinforced
plastic [2,3] and the metal, or the metal alone [4–7], prior to adhesion, has proven to be an
effective and reproducible method to counter this problem and increase the mechanical
strength of the hybrid joint. In contrast to pretreatments of metal and metal oxide surfaces
prior to adhesion from the automotive and aerospace industry like grit blasting [8] or acid
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anodization [9,10], the pulsed laser metal surface pretreatment offers a high reproducibil-
ity and does not generate chemical waste. However, the findings of Schanz et al. also
revealed that the pretreatment parameters have to be chosen carefully to promote enhanced
mechanical strength and prevent a loss of mechanical strength by corrosion processes [11].

In prior studies on metal–polymer joints that were adhesively bonded after laser
surface pretreatments, it was commonly assumed that besides the removal of surface con-
taminations, the surface enlargement and the morphology of the micro- and nanostructures
generated by the laser were responsible for a further increase in mechanical strength and
resistance against hydrothermal aging of the joints [12–15]. While several studies can be
found that investigate the structure–property relationships of metal–polymer adhesive
joints, further research is needed to reveal if the same relationships can be found in metal-
fiber-reinforced plastic hybrid adhesive joints. Trauth et al. suggested that the surface
enlargement also plays an important role in the enhancement in the interaction of the
bonding partners in hybrid titanium–self-reinforced PLA joints [7]. Furthermore, Akman
et al. found that laser-pretreated aluminum–CFRP hybrid joints with the deepest craters
provided the highest single-lap shear (SLS) strengths [6]. Ostapiuk et al. concluded that the
morphology of the surface micro- and nano-sized features also plays an important role for
the resulting mechanical strength of anodized AW 2024-T3–CFRP or glass-fiber-reinforced
plastic hybrids [16]. To provide further understanding of the influences of different sur-
face structures on the mechanical strength of hybrid adhesive joints, a qualitative and
quantitative assessment of the structures is necessary.

In a previous study, we characterized the laser-generated surface structures on an
AW 6082-T6 specimen that were adhesively bonded with the epoxy adhesive E320. The
laser-induced surface enlargement on the micro- and nanoscale, as well as the depth
of the ablated craters on the surface, were determined through a digital image analysis
approach for scanning electron microscope (SEM) images and a laser scanning microscope
(LSM). It was concluded that surface structures leading to a high micro- and nano-surface
enlargement, combined with deep melt craters and undercut structures, promote high SLS
strengths and a high resistance against hydrothermal aging [17].

In order to investigate the influence of the surface morphology on the mechanical
performance and aging resistance of AW 6082-T6–CFRP hybrid joints, the SLS strengths
of hybrid specimens before and after 7 days of hydrothermal aging are determined. The
AW 6082-T6 surfaces are pretreated with the same laser parameter sets that have been
investigated in the previous study [17] so that the influence of the surface enlargement,
crater depth, and undercut structures on the SLS strength of hybrid specimens can be
directly compared with AW 6082-T6–E320 adhesive joints. Furthermore, stereomicroscopic
and SEM analyses of the fracture surfaces are performed in order to investigate the influence
of the laser-generated surface structures on the failure patterns of hybrid and adhesively
bonded metal SLS specimens. These experiments allow similarities and differences to be
revealed in the structure–property relationships of metal–polymer and hybrid metal–CFRP
adhesive joints with the same polymer acting as an adhesive and matrix material. This
enables the evaluation of the transferability of the findings from metal–polymer to hybrid
metal-CFRP adhesive bonds.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

Sheets of the aluminum alloy AW 6082-T6 measuring 150 × 150 × 2 mm3 provided
by Ullner und Ullner GmbH (Paderborn, Germany) are pressed with CFRP to hybrid plates.
The aluminum alloy contains the main alloying elements Mg and Si and is delivered in the
T6 state [18].

The CFRP prepreg sheets consist of the epoxy resin E320 as the matrix material and a
carbon fiber volume content of 39%. The molecular formula of the E320 thermoset polymer is
C19H23ClO4 and the final reaction product is Poly-Bisphenol-A-Epichlorhydrine [19]. The CFRP
is provided as unidirectional prepreg material by SGL Carbon Group (Wiesbaden, Germany).
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2.2. Methods
2.2.1. Laser Metal Surface Pretreatment

The influence of different surface structures on the resulting SLS strength of hybrid
AW 6082-T6–CFRP specimens is investigated. The AW 6082-T6 sheets are pretreated with a
pulsed Nd:YAG CL20 laser (Clean Lasersysteme GmbH, Herzogenrath, Germany) on the surface
of the aluminum alloy sheets that will later form the interface with the CFRP material. The
laser produces a gaussian laser profile and operates with a wavelength of 1064 nm. The
mean pulse length is 110 ns and the duty cycle for all pretreatments is set to 40%. Prior to
the laser pretreatment and co-curing of the prepreg and the metal, the aluminum sheets are
degreased with acetone.

The laser surface treatment was described in more detail in reference [17], where the
same pulsed Nd: YAG laser was used for the pretreatment of AW 6082-T6 adherents prior to
adhesive bonding and mechanical testing. Here, different laser parameter sets were used to
create different surface micro- and nanostructures that influenced the mechanical strength
of the adhesive joints. In a similar fashion, the parameters of laser power, frequency, laser
spot overlap, and the number of subsequent scans of the same spot are varied in this
study to create the same varying surface structures as in the previous case [17]. These
parameter sets are ranked according to the performance of the specimens in the initial
state and after seven days of hydrothermal aging in 80 ◦C deionized water. The parameter
sets that lead to the three best, medium, and worst results in the SLS test are chosen as
pretreatment parameter sets, which are referred to as (the parameter sets of) rank R1-3,
R17-19, and R34-36, respectively (Table 1). The morphology of the resulting surface micro-
and nanostructures is summarized in Table A1 in Appendix A.

Table 1. Parameter sets for the pulsed laser metal surface pretreatment.

R Frequency (kHz) Laser Power (W) Laser Spot Overlap (%) Number of Scans (×)

1 60 20 10 5

2 40 20 50 1

3 60 15 50 1

17 60 20 50 1

18 60 10 10 1

19 60 10 50 1

34 80 10 10 5

35 80 15 50 5

36 80 10 10 1

2.2.2. Production of the Single-Lap Shear (SLS) Specimens

Laser-pretreated, as well as degreased but not further pretreated, AW 6082-T6 sheets
are pressed to hybrid plates with the CFRP prepreg material. To this end, on each aluminum
sheet, eight layers of the prepreg material are placed with unidirectional fiber orientation so
that a thickness of 2 mm is achieved for the CFRP component. The orientation of the fibers
is chosen to be parallel to the rolling direction of the AW 6082-T6 sheets. The load in the
SLS test is also applied parallel to the rolling, and therefore the fiber, direction. All hybrid
sheets are then cured at 150 ◦C for 20 min with a pressure of 0.5 MPa in a LaboPress P200S
hot press (VOGT Labormaschinen GmbH, Berlin, Germany). After the curing process, an
additional post-curing step is performed at 180 ◦C for 300 min without pressure. In the
previous work of Wu et al. [20], these curing parameters were found to be suitable for the
production of the AW 6082-T6–CFRP laminates. However, a slight elastic deformation of
the hybrid sheets and the final specimens occurred due to differences in thermal expansion
of the materials and could not be entirely avoided.
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After curing, specimens with the dimensions of 140 × 10 × 4 mm3 are water-jet-cut
from the hybrid plates (Figure 1a). Notches are created on the metal and the CFRP sides
using a circular saw (blade thickness of 2 mm) in order to create the final hybrid SLS
specimens. These specimens then exhibit a joint or overlap area of 10 × 5 mm2 (Figure 1b),
similar to the metal–polymer SLS samples in ref. [17]. Six specimens are produced with
each laser parameter set as well as six additional untreated specimens.
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Figure 1. (a) Hybrid AW 6082-T6-CFRP sheets after water jet cutting, and (b) hybrid SLS specimens
with notches.

Of each set of specimens, three specimens are hydrothermally aged in deionized water
at 80 ◦C for seven days. The specimen dimensions are reduced, compared to the standard
for SLS testing [21], in order to exclude plastic deformation of the metal adherents in the
hybrid during SLS testing that would pose an additional influence on the resulting SLS
strength. Due to differences in the thermal expansion coefficients of AW 6082-T6 and the
CFRP, all hybrid specimens are slightly curved toward the AW 6082-T6 component.

The preparation and testing of the AW 6082-T6–E320 SLS specimens with the same
laser pretreatment parameter sets as the hybrid specimens of this study are described in
the previous study [17]. The results of the tests are displayed only for the comparison in
Section 4.

2.2.3. Single-Lap Shear Tests of Hybrid Specimens

The single-lap shear tests of the hybrid AW 6082-T6–CFRP specimens are performed
according to EN 1465 [21]. An Instron 5566A universal testing machine (Instron GmbH,
Darmstadt, Germany) with a 10 kN load cell is used to test the specimens. All specimens
are tested with a free specimen length of 40 mm and a load rate of 1 mm/min. The testing
machine records the applied load and the machine displacement for each test.

Since there are slight variations in the overlap area due to the accuracy of the circular
saw used to create the notches in the SLS specimens, the true joint area of each specimen is
determined using a Keyence VHX-1000 stereomicroscope (Keyence Deutschland GmbH,
Neu-Isenburg, Germany) by averaging the length and width of the bonded area of the
two fracture surfaces. The SLS strength is then calculated by dividing the maximum force
recorded in the SLS test by the true joint area. The same testing parameters and method for
calculating the SLS strength was used in [17] for AW 6082-T6–E320 specimens.

2.2.4. Quantification of Remaining CFRP Fragments on the Fracture Surfaces

Based on the images from the surfaces of failed SLS joints, the amount of remaining
CFRP on the metal fracture surface is calculated using the software Fiji (ImageJ 1.54f) [22].
Initially, the image is converted into an 8-bit greyscale image and the area surrounding the
fracture surface is removed. Then, the image is segmented such that the fracture surface is
split into bright areas without the remaining CFRP and dark areas with CFRP (Figure 2). In
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the selected area of the fracture surface, the percentage of the surface fraction of dark areas
is determined using the “analyze particles” function. On the metal surfaces, the fractions
are measured and the arithmetic mean value for each specimen set is calculated.
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2.2.5. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) Analysis of the Fracture Surfaces

In order to further evaluate the transferability of the structure–property relationships
of laser-pretreated metal adhesive bonds to hybrid specimens, the fracture surfaces of
hybrid SLS specimens, as well as adhesively bonded AW 6082-T6–E320 SLS specimens
with the same laser metal surface pretreatment that have been tested in prior studies [17],
are analyzed in this study. The analysis of the fracture surfaces of the SLS specimens is per-
formed using an Ultra 55 scanning electron microscope (SEM) from Carl Zeiss Microscopy
GmbH (Jena, Germany). All images are acquired with the SE2 secondary electron detector
of the device with an aperture of 30 µm. The acceleration voltage is set to 2 kV and the
working distance to 8.5 mm.

3. Results
3.1. SLS Strength of the Hybrid AW 6082-T6–CFRP Specimens

The choice of the laser-pretreatment parameter set has a significant influence on the
resulting SLS strength of unaged and hydrothermally aged hybrid specimens. While the
pretreatment leads to increased mean SLS strengths of 40–45 MPa in the unaged state for
R1–3 and R17 of the hybrid specimens, the specimens pretreated with the R18–19, R34,
and R36 parameter sets only result in mean SLS strengths around 5 MPa (Figure 3). The
standard errors of the unaged and aged R1–3 and R17 as well as of the unaged R18–19, R34,
and R36 specimens imply that the differences in SLS strengths in between the differently
pretreated specimens are negligible.

The specimens pretreated with the R35 parameter set as well as the untreated reference
specimens R37 could not be tested, neither in the unaged nor in the hydrothermally aged
state, since all specimens already failed while being mounted in the testing machine. This
also occurred with all aged R34 and R36 specimens.

After hydrothermal aging, the mean SLS strength of R1–3 and R17 hybrid specimens
drops to values of ~35 MPa. However, except for the R3 specimens, the error bars for the
SLS results of the unaged specimens and the mean SLS strengths of the aged specimens are
very similar to each other (Figure 3). This also applies for the specimens of R18 and R19.
While the SLS strengths of the aged specimens of these sets are slightly elevated compared
to the unaged specimens, they can still be considered quite similar also considering the
large error bars, which imply that differences are likely negligible. For comparison, the
results from the SLS tests of the adhesively bonded AW 6082-T6–E320 specimens from [17]
are presented in Section 4, which is further discussed in chapter 4 along with the results of
the hybrid specimens.
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3.2. Analysis of the Fracture Surfaces

Along with the SLS strength, there are also significant differences in the appearance of
the fracture surfaces of the SLS specimens, depending on the laser pretreatment parameter
set and whether the specimens were hydrothermally aged. The quantification of the
remaining CFRP on the metal fracture surfaces and the SEM analysis of unaged R1–R17
specimens reveal that the metal fracture surfaces are completely, or—in the case of R3
specimens—almost completely covered with CFRP (Figures 4 and 5a,b). This indicates a
cohesive failure within the CFRP for all of these specimens.
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For the unaged specimens pretreated with the R18–19 and R34–36 parameter sets,
the surface fraction of the remaining CFRP significantly decreases to values of less than
10% (Figure 4). On one of the fracture surfaces, the structures generated through the laser
pretreatment and smaller surface fractions of CFRP are clearly visible (e.g., Figure 5c), while
the other side (CFRP fracture surface) presents an imprint of the surface structures in the
polymer matrix of the CFRP. Small, randomly distributed fractions of the polymer matrix
are still found on the metal fracture surface and are missing on the CFRP fracture surface
(e.g., Figure 5d). The fracture surfaces of untreated SLS specimens are very similar but do
not show significant amounts of remaining CFRP on the metal side. The polymer matrix
is mainly intact. The failure for the R18–19, R34–36, and untreated unaged specimens is,
therefore, adhesive or pseudo-adhesive in pattern, since thin layers of polymer on top of the
laser-generated surface structures as well as areas with visible metal oxide nanostructures
are both found on the fracture surfaces.

Hydrothermal aging further influences the appearance of the fracture surfaces. The
remaining CFRP surface fraction on the metal fracture surface of R1–3 and R17 hybrid
specimens is significantly reduced to ~70% for R1–2, to ~20% for R3, and to ~55% for
R17 specimens (Figure 4). The SEM images of these fracture surfaces reveal that the laser-
generated surface structures are now clearly visible in some areas of the surface (e.g.,
Figure 6a). The second CFRP side of the failed joint, apart from fibers and the polymer
matrix, shows an imprint of the laser-generated surface structures (e.g., Figure 6b), which
indicates a shift in the main locus of failure from inside the CFRP material toward the
interface between the materials and, hence, an increased tendency toward adhesive failure.
However, the analysis of the remaining surface fraction of CFRP reveals that the failure of
R1, R2, and R17 specimens remains mainly cohesive.
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Figure 6. SEM images of fracture surfaces of hybrid SLS specimens aged for 7 days with the metal
side on the left and CFRP side on the right of (a,b) R1 and (c,d) R36 specimens with filigree flake-like
structures on the metal surface.

The appearance of the fracture surfaces of the R18–19, R34–36, and untreated speci-
mens also changes slightly. The amount of remaining CFRP on the laser-generated struc-
tures further decreases. Randomly distributed areas with filigree, flake-like structures are
found on top of the laser-generated structures (Figure 6c, red square). Fewer structures are
found on the CFRP fracture surfaces that mimic the shape of the laser-generated structures
(Figure 6c,d).

The fracture surfaces of the AW 6082-T6–E320 metal–polymer specimens with the same
laser metal surface pretreatments as the AW 6082-T6–CFRP SLS specimens from Ref. [17]
are also analyzed. In contrast to those of the unaged R1–3 and R17 hybrid specimens, which
present a cohesive failure in the SLS tests (Figure 7a), the patterns of the laser structures are
visible on all fracture surfaces of the E320 metal adhesive bond SLS specimens. The locus
of failure of the unaged hybrid SLS specimens does not change over the whole fracture
surface, but it shifts from the region close to one metal adherent across the polymer to the
other metal adherent for the laser-pretreated metal–polymer specimens (Figure 7c). Either
an imprint of the laser-generated structures in the polymer, or the structures without or
with a thin layer of polymer are visible on the fracture surface (Figure 8). On the fracture
surfaces of untreated reference specimens, the locus of failure is similar: one metal adherent
is almost completely covered with a thick layer of polymer adhesive and the other without,
or with a very thin layer of polymer adhesive.

Furthermore, fracture surfaces of aged, untreated specimens are partly covered with
fine structures resembling aluminum hydroxides [17]. Hydrothermal aging changes the
locus of failure for the R1–3 and R17 hybrid specimens to a partly adhesive or pseudo-
adhesive failure (Figure 7b). For the metal–polymer specimens, the locus of failure is
not significantly changed by hydrothermal aging. However, the locus of failure shifts
toward the metal surface (Figure 7d). The thickness of the polymer layer on top of the
laser-generated structures seems to decrease. Craters appear to be deeper and more details
of the surface structures become visible (e.g., Figure 9a,b). Smaller, disconnected polymer
layers on the surfaces vanish (e.g., Figure 9c,d).
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4. Discussion

The results show the strong dependence between SLS strengths and laser process
settings for hybrid metal–CFRP specimens with pretreated metal surfaces. In general, for
all laser parameter sets, the pretreatment enhances the mechanical strength of the unaged
hybrid SLS specimens compared to the untreated reference. The joint strength of the latter
specimens was insufficient even for mounting in the testing setup.

Nevertheless, a difference of ≥30 MPa between the SLS results for the different groups
of pretreatment parameter sets is found, pointing to differences in terms of highly and less
pronounced surface structures. The results can be split into three groups:

I. Pretreatments R1 to R3 and R17 with mean SLS strengths of >40 MPa before and
>35 MPa after hydrothermal aging;

II. R18 and R19, which lead to SLS strengths up to 10 MPa before and after hydrothermal
aging;

III. R34 to 36 specimens with less than 10 MPa before and negligible SLS strengths after
hydrothermal aging.

Fracture surfaces of specimens from the third group were the only ones that suggested
the formation of aluminum hydroxides after the aging step of these untreated samples
(Figure 6c) [17].

The SLS strengths of AW 6082-T6–CFRP specimens from group I are similar to the
SLS strengths of laser-pretreated AW 6082-T6–E320 joints with different adhesives [15,17].
However, SLS strengths of more than 50 MPa that were obtained in case of the metal–
polymer joints could not be reached for the AW 6082-T6–CFRP joints. Since the chemical
composition of the laser-pretreated surface and the morphology of the generated surface
structures must be expected to be comparable to those from the previous study [15,17], the
differences must be related to the CFRP joining partner. The general trend of the resulting
SLS strengths for different laser pretreatment parameter sets for hybrid AW 6082-T6–CFRP
specimens is found to be similar to that of the AW 6082-T6–E320 specimens.

The best performing pretreatment parameter sets of the metal adhesive bonds are also
the most suitable parameter sets for the pretreatment of hybrid specimens (Figure 10). How-
ever, there is a much larger difference between the best and least performing pretreatment
parameter sets in case of the metal–CFRP joints; the laser-pretreated AW 6082-T6–E320
SLS specimens all present mean SLS strengths of more than 30 MPa in the unaged state
and more than 25 MPa after hydrothermal aging, while the SLS strength of the R18-19 and
R34-36 metal–CFRP hybrid specimens drops to <10 MPa. Furthermore, even the untreated
AW6082-T6–E320 bonded specimens show a mean SLS strength of ~30 MPa in the unaged
and ~15 MPa in the aged state, while all untreated hybrid specimens, aged and unaged,
fail before testing (Figure 10).

In contrast to the metal–polymer adhesive bonds, differences in the coefficients of ther-
mal expansion of the metal and CFRP component induce intrinsic thermal residual stresses
in the production process that lead to a visible elastic deformation of the specimens. In all
untreated and in the aged specimens pretreated with the laser parameter sets of R34–R36,
these stresses weaken the bonding state to an extent at which very small additional loads
(i.e., sample mounting) lead to a complete failure at the interface. For all of these specimens,
the resulting micro- and nano-surface enlargement is low. For pretreated surfaces with a
high micro- and nano-surface enlargement (R1–R3, R17), i.e., also with a higher amount of
chemical bonds between the metal oxide surface and the polymer, the residual stresses can
be compensated well (e.g., possibly due to the higher number density of specific chemical
bonds or due to slightly higher bond strengths), which also seems to reduce the damage
through hydrothermal aging.
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Da Silva et al. found that the thickness of the adhesive layer has an influence on the
resulting SLS strength of metal–polymer joints, which increases with decreasing thickness
of the adhesive layer [23,24]. In metal–FRP joints, the entire FRP matrix thickness can, in
the first approximation, be considered as an adhesive layer. However, this is not correct, as
finite-element simulations show [25,26], since the embedded fibers of course affect the load
distribution differently than an unperturbed matrix.

The influence of the laser-generated surface structures on the SLS strength before and
after hydrothermal aging is obvious. The surface enlargement on a micro- and nanoscale,
the crater depth, and microstructural features like undercut surface structures, which have
been found to correlate with the resulting SLS strength of AW 6082-T6–E320 adhesive
joints [17], also play a similar role for the metal–CFRP joints. Those features are known to
affect the mechanical strength of metal–composite hybrids [6,7,16], which agrees with this
study. The first group (R1–3, R17) of pretreatment parameter sets, which produce surface
structures that lead to median micro-surface enlargement values of ~350–560%, median
nano-surface enlargement values of ~1400–2700%, and crater depths of ~11–32 µm [17],
result in the highest SLS strengths of the hybrid specimens before and after hydrother-
mal aging.

A drop in the median micro-surface enlargement to values <60% and the median nano-
surface enlargement to values below 900% [17] from samples of the second and third groups
(R18-19 and R34-36) leads to much weaker SLS strengths. Especially for the micro- and
nano-surface enlargement, a certain threshold apparently needs to be surpassed in order to
achieve high SLS strengths for unaged and hydrothermally aged metal–CFRP joints. The
lower micro- and nano-surface enlargement of the R18-19 metal–CFRP specimens seems to
be partly compensated by undercut structures [17]. The decreasing trend of SLS strengths
with increasing rank of the laser parameter set is continuous for the metal–polymer joints
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and shows no large drop from one set to the other as is the case between R17 and R18 for
the metal–CFRP specimens (Figure 10). Since the chemistry of the polymer matrix and the
chemistry of the amorphous metal oxide films generated by the same laser pretreatments
are generally identical (covalent and ionic bonds as well as physiochemical interactions [27])
for the metal–polymer and the metal-CFRP hybrid joints, these differences cannot simply be
attributed to a qualitative change in the chemical bonding or the interlocking contribution
with undercuts. This further emphasizes the importance of the surface enlargement along
with the crater depth and the presence of undercut structures for high-strength, aging-
resistant hybrid joints. These hybrid metal–CFRP joints are found to be even more sensitive
to changes in these surface features than the corresponding metal–polymer joints.

The laser-generated surface structures also determine the type of failure for the SLS
specimens. If the surface enlargement is high and the ablated craters are deep, a complete or
at least more than 90% cohesive failure is achieved for unaged hybrid specimens (Figure 4).
If the surface enlargement is low and the craters are flat, the fracture surfaces reveal mainly
adhesive failure with less than 10% of CFRP remaining on the laser-structured surface of
unaged specimens. Hydrothermal aging leads to a shift from mainly cohesive to a mix of
cohesive and adhesive failure or completely adhesive failure (Figures 4 and 6). The decrease
in remaining CFRP on the fracture surface of aged specimens correlates with the loss of SLS
strength. An exception is represented by the parameter set of R3: Two of the three aged
R3 samples show mainly adhesive or pseudo-adhesive failure but the testing of all three
specimens resulted in SLS strengths of more than 30 MPa. Nevertheless, thicker layers
of the matrix polymer are still encountered over a large surface area of the R3 samples’
fracture surfaces.

A shift toward adhesive failure after hydrothermal aging is also seen on the fracture
surfaces of AW 6082-T6–E320 metal–polymer joints. The polymer layer on the laser-
structured surface becomes thinner and smaller, and unconnected polymer layers vanish
completely. For the SLS specimens, this shift correlates as well with the decrease in the
mean SLS strength (Figure 10). However, the decrease in SLS strength is less pronounced
compared to the hybrid specimens. Specimens that mainly present adhesive failure (e.g.,
R36 specimens) still reach mean SLS strengths of more than 25 MPa before and about
15 MPa after aging instead of failing before testing.

5. Conclusions

The transferability of the structure–property relationships between laser-generated
surface features and adhesive properties from AW 6082-T6–E320 metal–polymer joints
to AW 6082-T6–CFRP hybrid bonds was investigated. The following similarities and
differences were found:

• Similar to the AW 6082-T6–E320 joints, the best performing pulsed-laser pretreatments
also resulted in the highest SLS strengths for the hybrid AW 6082-T6–CFRP specimens.
This is observed consistently before and after hydrothermal aging. High micro- and
nanosurface enlargements are found to be particularly important, similar to the case
of the metal–polymer joints.

• In contrast to the AW 6082-T6–E320 bonding, where even poorly optimized laser
pretreatments improved the joint properties, for hybrid aluminum–CFRP joining,
only well-optimized parameter sets increased the SLS strength. Contrary to the AW
6082-T6–E320 case, some of the metal–CFRP specimens failed even before testing.
The results indicate that for aluminum–CFRP joints, a threshold value for the surface
enlargement needs to be surpassed in order to achieve high SLS strengths.

• Hydrothermal aging shifts the failure from predominantly cohesive to an increasingly
adhesive failure in the hybrid- and adhesively bonded metal SLS specimens. However,
the change in the failure pattern does not generally translate into a major loss in
joint strength.

Since the chemical bonds between the metal oxide surface and the polymer adhesive
are similar for aluminum–polymer and aluminum–CFRP specimens using the same poly-
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mer matrix, the differences in the resulting SLS strengths are attributed to intrinsic thermal
residual stresses in the interface of the hybrid specimens. These stresses are induced in
the production process of the hybrid specimens due to the different coefficients of thermal
expansion of the aluminum and CFRP. The pulsed laser pretreatment generating a high
surface enlargement, deep craters, and undercut structures on the metal joint are found
to compensate for the negative influence of these stresses. Then, SLS strengths before and
after hydrothermal aging, similar to the values for laser-pretreated metal adhesive bonds,
are achieved. Hence, these structure–property relationships of AW 6082-T6–E320 metal
adhesive bonds can be transferred to AW 6082-T6–CFRP hybrids.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Description of the features of the laser-generated surface structures depending on the
pretreatment parameter set.

Parameter Set Microstructures
(Morphology)

Melt Craters
(Depth)

Nanostructures
(Density and Height)

Undercut
Structures

R1 ordered, groove-like deepest dense and medium yes

R2 complex, overlapping deep dense and large yes

R3 complex, overlapping medium dense and large yes

R17 complex, overlapping medium dense and medium yes

R18 complex, overlapping medium dense and small yes

R19 ordered, overlapping shallow dense and small yes

R34 ordered, without overlap almost flat sparse and small negligible

R35 ordered, without overlap almost flat sparse and small negligible

R36 ordered, without overlap almost flat dense and small negligible
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